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Creating Unlimited Business Opportunities for an 
Insurance Sales Force Inno Man   David Chung

Building one of the first-ever social sales models

• Top management initiated a social sales model and positioned it as one of the major building blocks of 

their digital transformation.

• Facebook was chosen as the major channel for the pilot program, as it is one of the most recognized 

social media brands in Hong Kong. 

• A team of young, well-educated and enthusiastic new insurance agents were been invited to join the pilot 

program.

The insurance company is a leader in the international 

financial services industry. It provides a diverse 

range of insurance, wealth, asset management, and 

mandatory provident fund solutions for individuals 

and corporate customers. Lately, the company 

extended its spectrum of digital transformation 

from operations to sales.

Current Challenges

1. Traditional sales model 
Traditional “face-to-face” personal selling, conducted 
by individual insurance agents, has been adopted by 
the insurance industry.

2. Limited customer base 
Close friends and relatives are the most reliable 
sources of customers. This has limitations, however, 
recruiting new customers outside this pool takes 
time. 

Organization Background 3. Lack of high-trust customers
Gaining trust from customers is critical for sales 
success in the insurance industry. Agents, however, 
are challenged by the lack of prospective high-trust 

customers. They often quit their jobs for this reason.

4. High Turnover Rate

The high-turnover rate of insurance agents affects 

staff morale. Customers are attached to the agents 

who made the initial sale. When they leave the 

company, their customers may not be comfortable 

with new agents. This can result in some customers 

terminating insurance plans.
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Conclusion
The pilot team gained good business results during the testing period. By following the social sales model, 

over a dozen appointments were made and several sales deals were closed.

Breakthrough areas for the social sales transformation project 

Area 1: Social influencing      90%

Area 2: Lead generation     28%

Area 3: Deal closing     124%

Stage 1: Empathize
• Identify the current practices of the company and 

its insurance agents.

• Assess the performance of selected insurance 

agents.

• According to pre-project survey, the pilot team 

were not active on social media and the social 

sales model was new for them. 

Stage 3: Ideate
• Conceived different social sales strategies with 

detailed action plans.

• Conducted two half-day training workshops 

to enhance the social selling skills of selected 

insurance agents.

Stage 4: Prototype
• Simulate innovative social sales strategies and 

action plans.

• During the workshop, participants learned to 

use digital tools, to re-segment prospective 

customers on social media, and develop different 

sets of effective posts for different customer 

segments.

• There were four simulation exercises on post 

development, comment design, effective 

messaging, and powerful meeting invitations. 

Participants received comprehensive feedback 

on their performance, during these simulation 

exercises, from the training team. 

Stage 5: Test
• Test the innovative social sales strategies and action plans in the real world.

• Execute the social sales model for prospective customers on their personal Facebook accounts. 

• Divide the testing stage into two periods, each lasting about a month. In addition, they also provide 

useful tips weekly, during the testing period, to help resolve real-world challenges.

Stage 2: Define

• How to effectively resolve bottlenecks? 

• Analyze trust level, and potential purchase power, 

of prospective customers on Facebook. 

• Develop a social-selling funnel model, a series of 

criteria, and a quantified marking plan for each 

level. 
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